Comprehensive Study of the Self-Assembly of Phospholipid Nanodiscs: What Determines Their Shape and Stoichiometry?
Phospholipid nanodiscs have quickly become a widely used platform for studies of membrane proteins. However, the molecular self-assembly process that ultimately should place a membrane protein inside a nanodisc is not well understood. This poses a challenge for a successful high-yield reconstitution of general membrane proteins into nanodiscs. In the present work, the self-assembly process of POPC-MSP1D1 nanodiscs was carefully investigated by systematically modulating the reconstitution parameters and probing the effect with a small-angle X-ray scattering analysis of the resulting nanodiscs. First, it was established that nanodiscs prepared using the standard protocol followed a narrow but significant size distribution and that the formed nanodiscs were stable at room temperature over a time range of about a week. Systematic variation of the POPC/MSP1D1 stoichiometry of the reconstitution mixture showed that a ratio of less than 75:1 resulted in lipid-poor nanodiscs, whereas ratios of 75:1 and larger resulted in nanodiscs with constant POPC/MSP1D1 ratios of 60:1. A central step in the self-assembly process consists in adding detergent-absorbing resin beads to the reconstitution mixture to remove the reconstitution detergent. Surprisingly, it was found that this step did not play a significant role for the shape and stoichiometry of the formed nanodiscs. Finally, the effect of the choice of detergent used in the reconstitution process was investigated. It was found that detergent type is a central determining factor for the shape and stoichiometry of the formed nanodiscs. A significantly increasing POPC/MSP1D1 stoichiometry of the formed nanodiscs was observed as the reconstitution detergent type is changed in the order: Tween80, DDM, Triton X-100, OG, CHAPS, Tween20, and Cholate, but with no simple correlation to the characteristics of the detergent. This emphasizes that the detergents optimal for solution storage and crystallization of membrane proteins, in particular DDM, should not be used alone for nanodisc reconstitution. However, our data also show that when applying mixtures of the reconstitution detergent cholate and the storage detergents DDM or OG, cholate dominates the reconstitution process and nanodiscs are obtained, which resemble those formed without storage detergents.